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National Wildlife Federation’s mission is to inspire Americans to protect
wildlife for our children’s future.  For 70 years, National Wildlife Federation has been a
leader in conservation and environmental education shaping the future of stewardship in the
United States.  Through our educational programs, publications and multi-media outreach,
NWF is dedicated to three objectives: connecting people with nature, safeguarding wildlife
and wild places, and providing solutions to climate change.
NWF’s merger with ERTHNXT extends our programmatic connections for adults and youth
by offering an opportunity to learn about the importance of trees to our planet’s health, the
ability to tangibly experience- and to make a difference by-planting trees, and to pass on an
appreciation for nature to future generations.
Trees for Wildlife program provides adult leaders with fun, hands-on science-based activities to help young people learn
about the importance of trees and how to plant and take care of trees for the future. This initiative aims to educate and
prepare a generation of environmental stewards, expand the world inventory of trees, and to protect and improve natural
resources.

Big Brothers Big Sisters
Southeastern PA is a donor-supported organization
that enriches, encourages and empowers children to reach
their highest potential through safe, one-to-one mentoring
relationships. Volunteering as a Big Brother or Big Sister is about
making a measurable difference in a child’s life by sharing new
perspectives and experiences; in Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia Counties, over 4,000 children annually
are more successful socially and academically because of the work of Big Brothers Big Sisters Southeastern PA. Learn
more at 215.790.9200 or bbbssepa.org.
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Purpose and
Organization of this Guide
The Trees for Wildlife guide is a set of science-based on activities for children and youth
ages 6-18.  The activities are divided into three volumes for different age groups; K-3, 4-8
and 9-12.  There are seven activities at each level.  The activities are designed for “Bigs” and
“Littles” to do without prior background or knowledge.  Each activity includes; background
information; a list of materials; suggested time to complete the activity; cost expectations;
how to instructions to complete activity and ideas for expanding an activity.  
Building Awareness Through Mentoring: Trees for Wildlife program provides “Bigs” with
hand-on science based activities to help “Littles” learn about the importance of trees in their
environment, how to plant and care for trees, and how to share their new knowlege with
others.  
Planting for Future Generations: Tree planting and caring for trees is an essential part of the
Trees for Wildlife program.  You will learn about both container and bare root trees,  proper
planting techniques and how to care for trees over their after planting first year.  The action
of planting a tree helps to reinforce the value and importance of youth stewardship for our
planet.

Additional Resources Available

© National Wildlife Federation

Additional helpful resources and presentations are available online at the Trees for Wildlife
program website: www.nwf.org/trees.

www.nwf.org
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Summary of Activities
Grades K-3 Activities
Learn about the life and accomplishments of Johnny Appleseed, a
skilled nurseryman who specialized in growing trees. Discover an array of apples and
try out a delicious recipe. Learn the health benefits of apples.

A is for Apple:

Watch Those Beans Sprout: Experience the process of seed germination by
planting lima beans in a portable see-through world. As the beans grow, you observe and
record results by drawing, writing or taking photographs of your plants.

Create a miniature natural habitat and observe
the essentail elements that seedlings need to survive. You will also learn about soil
decomposers and perform experiments.

My Terrarium Community:

Pen Pals: Communicate with a pen pal from another state and learn
about how climate and type of trees can be different. Share and compare tree                                                                               
data and learn about trees from other parts of the country.
Wangari Maathai – Tree Planter and Nobel Peace Prize Winner

Discover the life and work of Dr. Wangari Maathai working in Africa to plant 30
million trees. Hear about Dr. Maathai’s accomplishments, understand the power which
one person or a group can have and the immense “re-gifting” contributions we can make
to the earth.
Four and More: Discover how your actions impact the earth.  Practice the “4 R’s of

Reconsider, Reuse, Recycle, and Regift. Discover how your consumption of the earth’s
natural resources are like a footprint left behind.
Understand the basics about trees, their structures (roots,
trunk, branches, leaves, stems, flowers, fruits), and what is purpose of each part of a
tree. Take a walk outdoors and compare the overall shape of different trees to common
shapes, and name items that come from trees.

© Steve Penfold - Fotolia.com

Getting to Know Trees:
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Introduction
What is a Tree?
Trees—similar to all living things—grow, reproduce and respond to their environment.  
Trees, like all plants, manufacture their food through photosynthesis.  Trees are in the family
of woody plants which have cambium, a special layer of cells that allow the tree to increase in
girth (width).   Trees are self supporting from a single stem.
The leaves of the tree produce sugar for food through photosynthesis by combining carbon
dioxide and sunlight.  Through this process oxygen is produced as a by-product.  The sugar
is fed to the trunk and roots of the tree through the cambium.
Trees increase each year in
height and spread by adding
a new growth of twigs.

The roots gather minerals and water which are needed in the
process of photosynthesis and for feeding the tree’s
growth and development.  The tree has one tap
root and many lateral roots which help to keep it
stable in wind and snow.

Leaves prepare
the food obtained
from the air and
soil and give off
moisture
by transpiration.
Light and
heat are
necessary
for these
chemical changes.

Learn more about trees at www.
arboretum.harvard.edu/
programs/tree_basics.

Crown

The breathing pores of
the entire tree—located on
the leaves, twigs, branches, trunk and
roots— take in oxygen.
Surface Roots

Air supplies carbon to the
tree, through the undersurfaces of leaves.

Heartwood (inactive)
Gives Strength
Sapwood Carries Sap
from Roots to Leaves

Trunk

Events such as flooding,
poisonous gases, or
smoke may
damage or even kill a tree.

Roots

Cambium (Microscopic)
builds the cells
Inner Bark Carries
Prepared Food From
Leaves to Cambium
Layer
Outer Bark Protects
Tree From Injuries

Tap Root

Root tips or root hairs take
up water containing small
quantities of minerals in the
solution.

www.nwf.org
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Parts of the Tree

phloem (inner bark) layer, sugar that
is made in the leaves or needles, is
carried down to the branches, trunks,
and roots, where it is converted into
the food (starch) the tree needs for
growth.

The Crown of the tree is made up
of the leaves and branches.

©Jan Martin Will

©Surkov Viadimir

The Bark layer protects the tree
from insects and disease, excessive
heat and cold, and other injuries.

The Trunk of the tree supports the
crown and serves as a highway for
food made in the leaves to travel to
the roots, and for water and nutrients
from the roots to travel to the leaves.

of the tree support the
trunk and crown, and also anchor
the tree in the soil. They serve as a
storage facility during the winter
for the food produced by the leaves
during the growing season. The roots
also absorb water and nutrients from
the soil for use by the tree.

©Dmitry Argunov

The Roots

develops as the tree gets older. It is
old sapwood that no longer carries
sap, and gives the trunk support and
stiffness. In many kinds of trees, the
heartwood is a darker color than the
sapwood, since its water0-carrying
tubes become clogged.
The Cambium is a layer or zone of

cells, one cell thick, inside the inner
bark. The cambium produces both
the xylem and phloem cells. This
is where diameter growth occurs,
and where rings and inner bark are
formed. In the xylem (sapwood)
layer, tree sap (water plus nitrogen
and mineral nutrients) is carried up
from the roots to the leaves. In the
6
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The Heartwood of the tree

Trees can be divided into deciduous
and coniferous categories.  
Deciduous trees are also known

as broadleaf trees because the leaves
are generally larger and wider than
those of conifers.  The larger leaf
size means a greater surface area
for photosynthesis, but it also means
the leaf is too fragile to withstand
winter conditions.  Therefore, most
deciduous trees drop their leaves in
the fall.
Coniferous trees keep their
leaves throughout the year, shedding
only the oldest leaves. Usually these
leaves are lower down on
the tree and do not receive
as much sunlight as newly
developed leaves higher up.  
Some of the best-known
members of the conifer
family are pines, spruce,
firs, and hemlocks. The
cones of the conifer are
its flowers.

©Anteromite

©Tom Grundy

Types of Trees

The Value of Trees!
Trees are a truly beautiful part of the
natural environment, but they are
also amazingly efficient machines,
constantly working to make earth
healthier. The Trees for Wildlife
program is designed to help guide
your “Little” through activities that
will deepen their understanding of
how trees make a difference in their
lives and in the world.

100,000 gallons of rainfall per
year.
3.	Trees temper climate.

Ten proven ways that trees make a
big difference:
1.	Trees improve air
quality.

©Serg64

Trees are sometimes
called the lungs
of the earth
because they
absorb pollutants
through their
leaves, trapping (or
“sequestering”) and
filtering contaminants in
the air. Like all green plants, trees
also produce oxygen through
photosynthesis.
2.	Trees improve water
quality, reduce flooding
and erosion.

A tree’s leafy canopy catches
precipitation before it reaches the
ground, allowing some of it to
gently drip and the
rest to evaporate.
Tree roots hold
soil in place,
reducing
erosion. In
these ways, trees
lessen the force
©Ishbukar Yalilfatar
of storms and reduce
the amount of runoff into sewers,
streams and rivers, improving
water quality. One hundred
mature trees can intercept about

©Raulin

Trees lower air temperatures and
humidity; they can also influence
wind speed. Evaporation of
water from trees, or
transpiration, has
a cooling effect.
Cities develop
“heat islands”
because dark
roofs and
pavement absorb
solar energy and
radiate it back. Trees in parking
lots have been shown to reduce
asphalt temperatures by 36
degrees and car interiors by up to
47 degrees Fahrenheit.

5.	Trees are good for the
economy.

Economic analyses
have found that
the value of
homes near
trees is 9 to
15 percent
higher than
homes without.
©viastas
Research shows
that shoppers linger longer along
a shaded avenue than one barren
of trees and are even willing to
pay more for goods and services.
6.	Trees create habitat for
plants and animals.

Wherever trees are established,
wildlife and other plants are sure
to follow, ensuring a healthier
ecosystem. Trees provide shelter
and food for a
variety of birds
and small
animals.

4.	Trees conserve energy.

Three or more large trees
strategically placed on sunny
sides of a house shade it from
the hot summer sun, reducing
air-conditioning costs by as
much as 30 percent. Deciduous
trees are best for this use because
they lose their leaves in winter,
exposing the house
to the warming
winter sun,
which lowers
the energy
needed
to heat
the house.
Coniferous trees, ©Thomas Barrat
because they retain their needles
year-round, serve to reduce wind
when placed on the north and
northwest sides of a building,
resulting in significantly lower
winter heating costs.

7.	Trees
improve
health.

Research
©svic
demonstrates that
exposure to trees has a relaxing
effect on humans, reducing
stress and imparting a sense of
well-being. Hospital patients
with a window view of trees
recover faster than those without.
Children with Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) are better able
to concentrate after time spent in
outdoor green settings.

©22512058
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8.	Trees reduce crime.

©Susan Law Cain

Data shows that
apartment
buildings with
high levels of
greenery had
significantly
fewer crimes
than those
without any trees.

©Serg64

A belt of trees 100 feet wide and
50 feet tall can
reduce highway
noise by up to
10 decibels,
reducing
the sound
volume by
half. Densely
planted trees can
also block unsightly views.

10.	Trees promote
community.

Trees can enhance a community’s
sense of pride, and ownership.
Active involvement in tree
planting programs leads to a
stronger sense of community and
the promotion of environmental
responsibility and ethics. Planting
programs also project a visible
sign of change and provide the
impetus for other community
renewal and action
programs.
It takes many
years for a tree
to grow large
enough to give
back many of
©National Wildlife Federation
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9.	Trees reduce noise
pollution and can serve
as screens.

these benefits. Existing trees are living
things that will not last forever, so it is
critical that we continue to replenish
the forests and plant new ones in our
communities. Young trees need our
care and stewardship to grow strong,
ensuring a healthy future for our
planet and all its inhabitants.

References
USDA Forest Service. 2007.
Northeast Community Tree Guide:
Benefits, Costs, and Strategic
Planting. Pacific Southwest Research
Station. PSW-GTR-202.
USDA Forest Service. 2004.
Urban and Community Forestry
Appreciation Tool Kit. Mid-Atlantic
Center for Urban and Community
Forestry. NA-IN-02-04.

ACTIVITY

A is for Apple
Objectives
• Learn how apples grow and the
importance of apples and other
fruit in a healthy diet.
• Talk about the importance of trees
in the settlement of the wilderness
areas.
• Create a nutritious snack.

Time
©Anthony Hall- Fotolia.com

About one hour for learning about
Johnny Appleseed, discussion and
making of applesauce. “Bigs” and
“Littles” may decide to take a field
trip and visit an orchard.
• Bowls and spoons

About $5.00-$6.00. Field trip would
be an additional cost.

Background

Materials
• Guide to identifying apples
(Resource for identifying apples
available at: www.usapple.org/
consumers/appleguide)
• Cutting board and knives
• Pot holders
• Easel paper and markers
• Saucepan (at least 2 or 4 qt.)
Stove or portable cook top
• Potato masher or food mill
• Ingredients for applesauce:
– 8 cored, peeled and sliced
apples (at least three different
kinds)
– 1 cup water
– 1/2 cup packed brown sugar
(optional)
– 1/2 teaspoon ground
cinnamon (optional)
• Container with lid

Johnny Appleseed
(whose real
name was John
Chapman)
was born in
Massachusetts on
September 26, 1774
and died in 1845.
Living simply off
the land, he spent
50 years creating
apple orchards in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana, Kentucky, and Illinois and
helping early pioneers settle in areas
that were then wilderness. Some of
the apple trees he planted lasted for
more than 100 years. A kind and
caring man, Johnny Appleseed was
said to be a friend to every person and
animal he met.

Discussion
Before making the applesauce, while
it’s cooling to taste, or while you’re
cleaning up, use these questions to
start your discussion:

• What do you know about Johnny
Appleseed? If your “Little” is
unfamiliar with him, ask what can
he/she tell you about him from his
name. You could also read aloud
about Johnny Appleseed from
resources found at the library or
on the Internet.
• Imagine what it might be like to
settle in a new land with nothing
but wide-open space—no house,
no garden, no stores. Ask:

©Nathanael Lark

Cost

What would you do first? Why?
How would you go about
finding food?
What would you do for shelter?
What would you like the most
about this life? What would
be hard?
What kinds of fruit besides
apples grow on trees? Which
fruits are your favorites? Why?
• Why are apples and other
fruit good for you to eat?

www.nwf.org
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1. Use materials listed in the guide
to identify the different kinds
of apples you are using to make
applesauce.   
2. Ask your “Little” to guess the
number of seeds that an apple may
have and whether he or she thinks
all of the apples will have the same
number of seeds.
3. Work together to core, peel and
slice the apples (supervise your
“Little” if using a knife). Using the
chart record the number of seeds,
type of apple, and the apple
color. Were you surprised
by what you found?
Note if you use a variety
of different kinds of
apples, you may not
need to add additional
sugar or flavoring as
the blend of apples
will create a great
tasting applesauce.
4. Put one inch (1”) of
water in the bottom
of saucepan and place
sliced apples in water.
Heat (medium) until the
mixture comes to a boil,
stirring occasionally. Keep the
saucepan uncovered and simmer
for about 15-20 minutes or until
the mixture is tender. Mash the
apples using a potato masher
and add the sugar and cinnamon

10
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Extension Activities
• Visit an apple orchard or a farm
where apple cider is made.  Learn
how apple farmers care for apples
all year long.
• Plan a monthly outdoor adventure
or activity for your students by
using the Green Hour Activity
Idea Center.  Explore the wildlife
who live in the trees and forest,
take a nature hike or create crafts
from natural objects.  Visit www.
nwf.org/greenhour for monthly
ideas.

© trancedrumer - Fotolia.com

Activity

5. Put the applesauce in a container
and place in the refrigerator to
cool. (If you have a favorite family
recipe, substitute it for this basic
recipe.)

©colorvsbw

©Kippy Spiker

(optional) until the mixture is
smooth.

Apple Observations
Type of Apple

Color of Apple

Sweet or Sour

Number of Seeds

www.nwf.org
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Watch Those Beans Sprout
Activity
1. Begin by using a magnifying
lens to examine various things—
outside or inside your house.
Share with each other what you
observed.
2. Gather the materials to plant the
beans in two different ways —
©Bogdan Wankowicz

a. in a cup with soil and

Objectives

• Copy of chart

• Learn about the process of
germination

• Marker

• Observe changes in plants
• Become familiar using a
magnifying lens.

Time
About 45 minutes are needed for
discussing growing plants, preparing
supplies, conducting the activity, and
cleaning up. Have your “Little” allow
a small amount of time each day for
two weeks to continue to observe the
growing lima bean plants.

Cost
About $5.00-$10.00

Materials
• Dried lima beans (available t
garden center or hardware stores)
• Paper towels
• Plastic sandwich
bags (ziploc style)

• Magnifying glass (available at
discount stores or pharmacies)

Background
Lima beans are simple to grow
indoors and can be fun to watch
as the beans sprout and grow. You
can observe details of the growth
process by using a small, inexpensive
magnifying glass.  

Discussion

National Wildlife Federation

3. Experiment 1: Take a plastic
cup and fill it halfway with soil.
Place two lima beans in the soil.
Cover with more soil. Add water
to moisten soil. Place the cups in a
plastic container to prevent it from
spilling and place it a sunny area
of a room.
4. Experiment 2: Take a plastic
sandwich bag, a damp paper
towel, and two lima beans. Wrap

• What kind of seed did
you plant?
• What happened to the
seed?
• How did you take care
of it?
• What does the sed need
to grow?
©Marie C. Fields

• Soil (top soil)

12

to see if a beanstalk will grow. On
the chart write down a prediction
about what will happen in each
experiment.

Start by asking whether
your “Little” has ever
planted a seed. Ask:

• Small plastic
cup
• Newspaper

b. wrapped in paper in a plastic
bag —

©Martin Grice</a> - Fotolia.com

©i love images - Fotolia.com

the lima beans in the damp paper
towel and then place them into
the plastic bags. Place the bag in a
sunny location.  
5. Have your “Little” take the two
experiments home.  
6. Using the observation chart
make daily observations for both
experiments.  
7. Write down your observations
at the same time each day.
Remember to water the beans
when the soil feels dry or when
the towel becomes dry. Compare
the growth of the lima beans with
the initial predictions.

Extension Activities
• Watch video clips of seeds
germinating and growing
into a seedling using timelapse photography. (YouTube:
Timelapse radish seeds sprouting
or sunflower seed sprouting.)
• Continue to make observations
by participating in Wildlife
Watch each month.  Look for
different animals or wildlife
happenings by downloading your
list for your state at www.nwf.org/
wildlfiewatch.

©Mane C. Fields
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Lima Bean Growth Chart
TIME/
DAY
DAY 1
DAY 2
DAY 3
DAY 4
DAY 5
DAY 6
DAY 7
DAY 8
DAY 9
DAY 10
DAY 11
DAY 12
DAY 13
DAY 14
DAY 15
DAY 16
DAY 17
DAY 18
DAY 19
DAY 20

14

OBSERVATION

PREDICTION
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Cup with Soil

Paper in Plastic Bag

ACTIVITY

My Terrarium Community
Objectives

Background

Activity

• Learn how to do a science
experiment.

A terrarium is a selfsustaining garden
environment.
Sunlight can enter
the container and
give the plants
energy to continue
to live on their own
by photosynthesis (where ©dpaint
plants use sunlight to make food).
Small soil-dwelling invertebrates
(insects, worms, and millipedes) can
also survive in healthy terrarium
habitats. These animals eat left-over
plant material or animal wastes and
break them down into nutrients that
can be used by the growing plants.

1. Using scissors, carefully cut
straight across the plastic bottle
about 3” from the bottom;
resulting in two separate pieces.

• Demonstrate how sunlight, water,
space, and clean air keep plants or
seedlings thriving.
• Understand the communities that
exist in nature.

Time
About one hour is needed to make
the terrariums and for planning the
experiment and predicting results.
You will need to spend time through
the next month or so checking on
what is happening in the terrariums.

Cost

Discussion

Range of $5.00-$10.00.

As you work together, ask the
following kinds of questions:

Materials
• One large 2 liter
clear plastic soda
bottle, rinsed and
with cap

• What is a community? (A group
of organisms inhabiting the same
area and interacting with each
other.)

• Scissors

• What communities do you belong
to?

• Gravel or small
pebbles (side of the
road)

©Jacob Kearns - Fotolia.com

• Are there communities in
nature? What might be found
in those communities? (Living
organisms—plants and animals—
as well as non-living things—
water, space, air, sunlight.)

• Sand
• Scoop or trowel
• Potting soil

• What helps animals and plants
survive in their habitat—the place
where they live? (Camouflage,
flowers that attract insects, body
shape, etc.)

• Birdseed, acorns, small tree
seedlings, or other seeds
• Water
• Soil decomposers, such as
millipedes, pill bugs, and
earthworms (these can be
found in the soil, under
plant pots, in a compost
pile or in leaf litter)

2. Have the “Little” place a
layer of gravel or small pebbles
about one inch deep in the bottom
section of the bottle. Next, he/
she should place about a halfinch layer of sand over the gravel
or small pebbles. Then, over the
sand, spread a layer of planting
soil about one inch deep.
3. Next have the “Little” plant
birdseed, an acorn, a small tree
seedling, or other seeds in the
soil. (You can collect them from a
nearby park or garden center).
4. After planting the seeds,
water the soil enough to
moisten it.
5. Add soil decomposers—
such as millipedes, pill
bugs, or earthworms.
You can look under
plant pots or
wherever there is
leaf litter for these
decomposers.
6. Cover the
terrarium with the ©Katrina Brown
upper part of the bottle. Keep the
terrariums alive by placing them
in a sunny location. The plastic
covering will help the terrarium
make its own water (through
condensation).

Extension Activity
• Watch for wildlife!  Download a
list of wildlife in your community
each season.  Visit www.nwf.org/
watch to get your list and record
your observations.

©clearviewstock
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ACTIVITY

Pen Pals
Objectives

community? What is your state
tree? How can we
find out about
the state tree?

• Learn about different community
needs by comparing concerns
about trees that are diseased.

Time
©C.

About one hour and periodic
follow up throughout the year
to discuss responses receive
from pen pals.

Background

In this activity, both
of you will learn to
describe the trees in
©Alex Staroseltsev
Cost
your community, state, or
region as well as relevant aspects of
Approximately $2.00-$5.00
their climate and lifestyles to pen pals
from areas with different climates
Materials
and trees. It is safest to establish
• Field guides, nature books, or
contacts or pen pals with which
encyclopedias with photos of trees
you or someone you know has a
from different states and countries.
personal connection. If you decide
(Available from the library.)
to investigate a pen pals service, give
yourself enough lead time so you will
• Pencils
be ready when it is time to do this
• Markers
activity.
• Paper
• Stationery of different designs

Discussion

• Envelopes

Before you begin to do research
or write an email or letters to pen
pals, talk about pen pals and share
information about your climate
and trees where you live. Ask the
following:

• Stamps
• Pen pal services—online

• What are pen pals?  Do you
already have a pen pal?

©Acento Creativo - Fotolia.com

• What can you learn by writing to
a pen pal?

16
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• What do you want to write about?
What questions do
you want to ask?
• What kinds of
trees are you
most likely to
find in your
©ngirl

• Do you think
there will
be different
kinds of trees
in different
climates?

©AND Inc.

Activity
1. Look through field guides and
other books for pictures or
drawings of your state tree.  If you
have access to the Internet or an
encyclopedia, you can research the
state tree and why it is the state
tree.

©Girish Menon

• Learn about trees in other parts of
the U.S. and world.

2. Discuss what you learned through
the research.
3. Use pencils, markers, paper, and
stationery for writing your first
letter, which should be short and
could contain a drawing of a tree.
Include information from your
research. What you would like to
know about their community of
trees.
4. Show your “Little” how to prepare
envelopes with the addresses of
their pen pals and the appropriate
amount of postage. Take your
letters to the post office to mail.
On the way, observe and talk
about the trees you pass.

Extension Activity
• Create a scrapbook of letters from
your pen pals and add pictures,
drawings or information about
what is shared in your letters.

©jokerpro

• Can create a tree journal about
what trees you see as you travel in
your community, or to different
cities, towns or countries.  Share
new information when you are
together.

5. When a return letter arrives, share
the responses. Talk about:
• Similarities between trees in
your area and the ones of his
or her pen pal.

• Share what you and your “Little”
may learn about nature and
helping the environment through
the Eco-Schools USA network.  
Exchange ideas and record
observations about what you see in
your community with students in
50 other countries. Visit www.ecoschoolsusa.org to get connected.

• Whether the same basic
elements are needed for the
trees’ survival.
• What you learned from the
pen pal about trees.

©Doinikov Denys

• Brainstorm topics you can
write about and draw. These
are some possibilities: go
outside and find a leaf from
under a local tree to write
about and mail; what and
where his or her favorite tree
is and why it is a favorite;
what animals live in the local
trees, etc.

www.nwf.org
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ACTIVITY

Meet Dr. Wangari Maathai
Tree Planter and Nobel Peace Prize Winner
Objectives

Wangari Maathai’s Story

• Understand why trees are
important in local and global
environments
• Learn about Nobel Peace Prize
winner Dr. Wangari Maathai’s
contribution to the environment
• Learn about being an advocate

Time
About an hour is needed to see and
talk about a short video

Cost
Free

Materials
• Video clip available at
www.nwf.org/trees

Wangari Maathai is a very special person—not just
to her family, but to the whole world. Born in Kenya,
Africa, in 1940, she left to study biology in college and
attend graduate school in the United States.
She knew she had to return to Africa to help the people
and land on that continent. In the 1970’s, she started an
organization called the Green Belt Movement to save the
environment and give people jobs—all at the same time. Her
nickname became “tree woman” or “tree mother of Africa” because she
was able to stop the destruction of forests in Kenya and to lead people,
particularly women and children, in the planting of millions
of new trees.
In 1997, Dr. Maathai ran for President of Kenya, but
she did not have enough support to get elected.
However, a few years later she won a seat in
Parliament. In 2004, Dr. Maathai received the Nobel
Peace Prize, the very first African woman to receive that
award. She was also honored for her great work by being ©Anna Omelchenko
one of the eight flag bearers at the 2006 Winter Olympics. But Wangari
Maathai didn’t retire after she received those honors. Instead, she has
continued to use her power to inspire people to get involved in tree
planting and making the world a much better place.

the extraordinary contribution
they made through tree planting,
the video vividly shows the impact
that children can make in their
communities through planting trees
and empowering others to join them.

Discussion
Background
The Trees for Wildlife video
introduces you and your “Little” to
Dr. Wangari Maathai, Nobel Peace
Prize winner of 2004. She worked
with the women of Africa to plant
thirty million trees at a time of
extreme drought and devastation.
While acknowledging the stand
that Maathai took for women and
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After you watch the video clip, talk
about the following:
• Why weren’t there many trees in
Kenya?
• Why was Wangari Maathai’s
planting of trees so important?
• How did life get better there when
trees began to grow?
• Wangari Maathai was an advocate
for her country of Kenya. What
does it mean to be an advocate?

• How can you be an advocate for
something you really care about?

Activity
1. Watch the  video clip, and read
the story about Wangari Maathai’s
life.
2. Discuss what you learned and why
you will be planting trees in your
community.

Extension Activities
• Take a trip to the library or go
online to find out more about the
life of Dr. Wangari Maathai. In
later sessions, you can spend some
time reading aloud and sharing
information.

ACTIVITY

Four and More
Objectives

Background

• Understand how people’s actions
impact the environment.

As people use
Earth’s natural
resources, they
leave behind a
mark, which
some call
an “ecological
footprint.” As our ©KellyNelson
need for more natural resources
grows, our “footprint” deepens and
threatens the Earth’s balance. The
Ecological Footprint estimates how
much productive land and water you
need to support what you use and
what you throw away.  (Use an online
calculator, to calculate both you and
your “Little’s” footprint:
www.zerofootprintkids.com)

• Understand the concept of
“consumption” and apply the
concepts “reconsider, reuse,
recycle, and re-gift”.
• Learn about the concept of
“ecological footprint”.
• Empower your “little” to take
action to improve his or her
environmental footprint.

Time
About one hour for the activity.

©akva

©electra kay-smith - Fotolia.com

Cost
Range from $5.00-$10.00

Materials
• Old sneakers
• Potting soil

Ecological Footprints can be
calculated for individuals like you,
communities, and even countries.
We use natural resources when
we consume, pollute, and discard
garbage. If the ecological footprint
indicates that more natural resources
are used than the Earth supplies, than
this is not a sustainable lifestyle. It
is very important for all of us on the
Earth to live a sustainable lifestyle
in order to leave the planet in good
shape for future generations to enjoy
and prosper!
The “4 r’s” are actions that we
can take to reduce our ecological
footprints.

• Garden gloves
• Trowel
• Flowering plant

The 4 R’s are described below:

• Fabric paint

• Reconsider: Do I really need
that? (Old toys and clothing
that are no longer used can be
donated to those in need.)

• Hot glue gun
• Various items
found in nature
such as small
pine cones,
seed pods, twigs,
flowers, leaves, etc.
©Wiktory

• Recycle: Can it be made into
something else? (Recycled plastic
containers can be made into fleece
for a jacket or gloves.)
• Re-gift: Can I give it back to
nature? (Fruit and vegetables
are returned to nature to become
compost.)

Discussion
At the beginning of the session, talk
about ecological footprints and the
concepts of reconsidering, reusing,
recycling, and re-gifting. Share the
following 4 R rap:

4r Rap
Reuse, Recycle,
Reconsider, and Re-gift
You can give this Earth a
great big lift
1-2-3-4-R
You can take it far, just
Reuse, Recycle,
Reconsider, and Re-gift.
You can give this Earth a
great big lift!
©Petr Vaclavek

Talk about the following:
• What are examples of the 4 R’s
that you or members of your
family are already doing?
• What else can you do?

• Reuse: Can you find another
use for it? (A cardboard shoebox
can be used to house a diorama or
a collection of miniature figures.)
www.nwf.org
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Activity
1. Determine which of the 4 R’s
“using sneakers as a planter” can
be.
2. Create a sneaker planter by
filling the shoe about 3/4 full with
potting soil and then water lightly.  
Select a small plant to put into the
soil, using a trowel to make a hole
for the plant.

©National Wildlife Federation

3. Decorate the “planter,” using
fabric paint. You can also help
“Little’s” glue small objects that
represent nature on the sneaker. If
fabric paint is used, you will need
to allow the sneakers to dry for a
day.

©Petrov Anton

Extension Activities

4. Talk about how the sneaker
represents an environmental
footprint and that it is a reminder
of what each of us can do to help
the Earth.
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• Make posters of actions each
of you can take to reduce your
impact on the environment
(turning off the light when you
leave the room, recycling beverage
containers, etc.). Place ideas in a
traced footprint.  
• Take a pledge to do more to
reduce your ecological footprints.
Visit www.nwf.org/rrgreenzone
for a sample pledge. Visit www.
climateclassroom.org for more
ideas.

ACTIVITY

Getting To Know Trees
Objectives
• Identify products that come from
trees.
• Learn the tree structures.
• Identify trees by shape.
• Understand the diversity of trees
and tree structures.

Time
About two hours for a nature walk
and activities. Additional time to
observe and care for an avocado plant
by “Little.”

Cost
Average of $5.00-$8.00

Materials
©Le Do

• Card stock
• Pencils
• Scissors

Background

• Shape sheet

The basic structures that all trees
have in common are: roots, trunk,
branches, leaves, stems, flowers, and
fruits. Leaves have many variations:
some leaves are simple with smooth
edges, while some have intricate
textures, patterns, and colorations.
Many fruits, such as peaches, pears,
cherries, pomegranates, lemons and
other citrus fruits, plums, nectarines,
and mangos, come from trees.

• Books with photographs or
illustrations of different types of
trees
• Avocado seed
• Toothpicks
• Glass
• Water

Discussion

©Tomboy2290 - Fotolia.com

Create a list of how many items come
from trees. Ask:
• What kinds of things do you have
at home that come
from trees? (wooden
furniture, books,
paper, etc.)

• Look around where we are now—
what comes from trees?
• What kinds of fruit grow on
trees?
• Who has seen
fruit still on
a tree? Did
you get to
pick it?
Great links to
products that
come from trees:

©Frédéric Georgel - Fotolia.com

• http://sftrc.cas.psu.edu/
LessonPlans/Forestry/PDFs/
FromTheForest_gp_08.pdf
• http://www.forestinfo.
org/Discover/fromtree.
htm#Things

© Rob Byron - Fotolia.com

www.nwf.org
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Activity

Extension Activities

1. Using the shape sheet, copy page
on to card stock. Identify each
shape.

• Read a book about trees, such
as The Giving Tree by Shel
Silverstein, The Tree: A First
Discovery Book by Scholastic, or
The Lorax by Dr. Seuss.

2. Go outside on a nature walk.
Using the shape sheet, compare
the overall shape of the trees you
pass with the shapes the “Little” is
holding. (Since children this age
think in concrete terms, remind
them that the tree shapes just need
to be similar—not exactly alike to
triangles, circles, ovals, etc.)
3. As you continue on your walk,
find other objects with those
shapes in nature—leaves, seeds,
fruit, etc.
4. Because different trees grow
in different places, use a field
guide or the Internet to look at
photographs and illustrations to
see types of trees not found in
your neighborhoods. You can try
to match the shapes to those trees
as well. Use this time to discuss
different kinds of trees.

• Create sculpture displays from
sawdust.  Sawdust can be obtained
from many lumber companies at
low or no cost. Combine two cups
of sawdust, three cups of flour,
and one cup of salt. Add water as
needed to make a pliable dough
that can be sculpted into trees,
birds, and other objects of nature.
Add water in small amounts as
you want the dough to be thick in
order for it to hold shape while it
dries.

©philippe Devanne - Fotolia.com

5.   Avoacado experiment: remove
flesh of avocado from the seed.
Peel off the brown covering and
stick three toothpicks around the
center of the avocado seed. Place
the seed in a glass of water with
the toothpicks holding the seed so
the larger end is submerged in the
water. In the weeks to come, the
children will enjoy watching the
seed split and the stem and root
form. Plant the seed in soil when
the stem and roots are several
inches long.
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Shape Sheet

www.nwf.org
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Glossary
Camouflage

A way of hiding by blending in with the surrounding environment.

Carbon dioxide

A heavy colorless greenhouse gas (CO2) that is non-flammable, is formed especially in animal respiration
and in the decay or combustion of animal and vegetable matter, is absorbed from the air by plants in
photosynthesis, and is used in the carbonation of beverages.

Carbon cycle

Carbon footprint
Carbon
Sequestration

Circumference
Community

Compound leaves
Crown spread
Deciduous
Drought

Ecosystem
Fossil fuel
Fruit

Germination

Global warming
Habitat
Indigenous

Invasive species
Native Species
Nobel Peace Prize

Nonrenewable
resource

Photosynthesis
Pollution

Renewable
resource
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A series of chemical reactions beginning with the production of carbohydrates by plants during
photosynthesis, proceeding through animal consumption, and ending in the exhalation of carbon dioxide by
animals and the decomposition of animal or plant matter, which start the cycle again.

A representation of the effect human activities have on the climate in terms of the amount of greenhouse
gases produced. A carbon footprint is often expressed as tons of carbon dioxide or tons of carbon emitted,
usually on a yearly basis.
The removal and storage of carbon from the atmosphere in carbon sink (such as cans, forests or soil)
through physical or biological processes like photosynthesis.
The distance all around a tree trunk, taken from 4.5 feet above the ground.

A group of organisms inhabiting the same area and interacting with each other.
A leaf composed of a group of smaller leaflets like a locust or ash tree.

The distance tree branches spread away from its trunk. The crown spread is calculated by measuring the
distance of the widest spread and the distance of the narrowest spread. These two figures are then added
together and divided by two to get an average.
A tree losing its leaves at the end of the growing season; non-evergreen.
A prolonged period of dryness that can cause damage to plants.

An environmental system made up of a community of animals, plants, and bacteria and their
interrelationships.
A fuel, such as coal, oil, or natural gas, formed in the earth from plant or animal remains.
The ripened seed-bearing part of a plant, such as a cherry or apple.
The sprouting of a plant seed.

An increase in the Earth’s atmospheric and oceanic temperatures widely predicted to occur due to an
increase in the greenhouse effect resulting especially from man-made pollution.

A place where an animal or plant lives; the type of environment where a particular species is likely to be
found.
Native and original to the region.

A species, not native to an area, that spreads aggressively from the original site of planting or seedling and
which causes harm.
A species occurring naturally in an area and not introduced by humans; they are also know as indigenous
species.

Any of the prizes (five in number until 1969, when a sixth was added) that are awarded annually from a
fund bequeathed for that purpose by the Swedish inventor and industrialist Alfred Bernhard Nobel. The
Nobel Prizes are widely regarded as the most prestigious awards given for intellectual achievement in the
world.
A natural resource that can’t be remade, regrown, or regenerated on a time frame similar to its
consumption. (e.g., coal, oil, natural gas)
The manufacturing of sugar through the action of sunlight.

The addition of any substance or form of energy (e.g., heat, sound, radioactivity) to the environment at a
rate faster than the environment can accommodate it by dispersion, breakdown, recycling, or storage in
some harmless form.

Any natural resource that can be replenished naturally with the passage of time (e.g., timber, solar energy).
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Riparian

Of, or relating to, rivers or streams.

Sap

The fluid that circulates through a plant, carrying food and other substances to different parts of the plant.

Sapling
Seed

Seedling
Shrub

Species

Stewardship
Team

Terrarium
Trunk (tree)
Upstream

Wood pulp

A person whose behavior in a particular role is imitated by others.
A young tree.

The part of a plant produced by the flower that may grow into a new plant.
A young (embryonic or baby) plant in a covering.

A woody perennial, smaller than a tree, usually with several stems.

A group of organisms having many characteristics in common and that able to reproduce.
The careful and responsible management of something entrusted to one’s care.
A number of persons working together.

A small artificial environment for a specified habitat. A terrarium generally has a woodland setting, with the
emphasis on plants rather than animals.
The main stem of a tree.

The direction opposite to the flow of a stream.

Pulp from wood used in making celluose derivatives (as paper or rayon).

©Wild Geese - Fotolia.com

Role model
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©Morgan Lane Photography

Ready… take the next step

All trees are shipped in bare root
form. Shipping and handling costs
are included. You will receive an
email with a link to download your
age appropriate activity guide within
one week of placing your order.
Notes for Tree Shipments:

Tree Kits Details
© Christina Richards

Plant
A
Tree
in Your Community

Order your trees (minimum order
of three trees) and download
your planting and care guide by
visiting www.nwf.org/trees.
Planting trees is a great
activity for people to do
together or with others,
organize a tree planting day.

• Tree species are native to your
area.
• You can select from list of native
plants for your state.
• Please note: we recommend all
locations within northern U.S.
(hardiness zones 1–4) plant trees
ONLY during Spring.

©National Wildlife Federation

• Trees are shipped 4-5 days prior
to your specified planting day.

Order your Trees at
www.nwf.org/trees
• Spring Planting—Place your
tree orders between January
through May.
• Fall planting—Place orders
between September through
December.
• Trees should not be planted in
winter or summer months to
ensure tree survival.

Continue Your
Exploration of Nature
© Studio 1One

Plan a weekly
or monthly
activity outdoor
by getting
activity ideas
for a Green
Hour. NWF’s Green Hour activity
database has over 300 activity ideas
for you and your “Little’ to find fun
ways to get outside, get active and
learn about nature.  Activities are
added monthly and you can sign
up to receive an email about new
activities by visiting www.beoutthere.
org

Create a home for wildlife in your
own backyard with your “Little.”
NWF has certified the yards of
some 120,000 U.S.
homeowners as
“backyard wildlife
habitats” – these
micro habitats
provide adults
and children a
place to observe
wildlife and enjoy
the outdoors in a safe setting.  You
can create a habitat by offering
food, water and shelter for local
birds and wildlife.  www.nwf.org/
gardenforwildlife/  

©LoopAll - Fotolia.com

Need supplies for your outdoor
adventures?   NWF’s nature catalog
offers a variety of suggestions and
materials for you to use in your
adventures.  Log on to www.nwf.org/
shop

Join your family, and friends by
participating in one of NWF’s
signature outdoor events – starting

publishes a series of
popular, award-winning
magazines that introduce
children, ages 2 to12, to
wildlife and nature.  These
magazines are a great
opportunity to teach reading
as well.   Order a subscription
at www.nwf.org/magazines/
or copies may also be available
in many local libraries.

with the Great American Backyard
Campout (an annual outdoor
camping experience) and extending
to other events such as outdoor
hikes and walks, conservation
fairs and more. www.nwf.org/
BackyardCampout/  
©Jose Manuel Gelpi - Fotolia.com

©Kablonk - Fotolia.com

Read about nature
and wildlife through
NWF children’s nature
magazines. NWF

Take a walk
outdoors and help
us by watching
and recording
the wildlife in
your community.
Start today by
downloading
your own wildlife
watch list. Be
sure to get one for each
season. Just log on to
www.nwf.org/watch
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